Measuring customer reaction to new products for understanding their level of engagement is necessary for the future of retail. This work introduces a workflow to improve the quality and efficiency of the retail establishments in order to increase their attractiveness. Different research fields are explored to fulfill the requirements of the proposed scenario, remarking most useful works in the literature. The manuscript goes through relevant algorithms to infer properties of consumers like demography, attention or behavior based on their appearance (computer vision techniques), and on signal captured by generation sensors from smart mobile devices, that will add a great value for the retailers. This paper offers a complete overview of this research field which covers a great variety of innovative tools.
Introduction
The traditional brick-and-mortar shops are actively looking for completely new ways to attract customers. Smart retail is a term used to describe a set of smart technologies which are designed to give the consumer a greater, faster, safer and smarter experience when shopping. To achieve that pleasing experience, valuable insights should be provided to help clients meet their goals by introducing new ways to understand movement of customers, intentions and their shopping profile, and further more, to offer more personalized services. The trend is exponentially increasing and brands, network aggregators, and needs of media planners are moving toward inferring the level of engagement of customers in order to attract them to new products that satisfy their needs. Future stores should offer what is relevant for the customers at the time they receive it.
Automatic visual data analysis is a very challenging problem. In order to detect humans in video streams and automatically infer their features, interactions or intentions based on their behavior, different computer vision algorithms are required, very often combined with machine learning techniques. The first goal of video analytics in the proposed area of research is to track all the movements of the people that get inside one store. Correlation between time and space for all of them on their shopping experience should be precisely stored by the system. That information can be estimated by standard cameras and image processing algorithms, but the appearance of new kind of sensors like ¡Beacons or Radio Frequency IDentification (RFIDs) is leading to new hybrid systems with a great performance. Location of potential costumers allows the system to establish a higher abstraction level and provide deeper assessments related to the impact, emotions or synergies incited by the properties of the store and the products exhibited for the shoppers. Basic features extracted from their appearance (like gender, age or ethnicity) should also be determined by the method developed in order to enclose target audience and match its preferences.
The targets specified above require retailers to be proactive in managing and utilizing corporate data if they want to keep up with. There are different motivations to consider business intelligence relevant for smart retail:
• Identifying relationships among the information, and learn how different factors affect each other and the bottom line of the company.
• Companies need to simultaneously analyze multiple layers of information to better understand customer needs and behaviors, coming from analysis down to the individual point-of-sale record.
• A retailer will have many people in different locations with distinctive skills who need to use this information for varying purposes.
IBM developed an interesting overview of the topic in [29] where they propose three main parameters to increase the impact of business analytics: people counting, hot zone and dwell time analysis and customer behavior analysis. 
Workflow proposed
This section exposes the workflow that satisfy the needs of the retailers to implement a smart retail in our days. The response of the system for the basic scenario of one shopper walking inside the store can be noticed in Fig. 1 . There are five layers designed to provide the different functionalities required by the system: Consumers, there are four states associated to this layer: pedestrian, consumer, shopper actor and purchaser. They are ordered according to their immersion in the retail store. Video analytics, four modules are included in this layer: tracking, interaction, face detection and demography. Tracking module is the preliminary step for the other modules because they rely on the position of the people inside the shop. This module should answer the next questions: is the pedestrian getting into the shop?, are the consumers going out of the shop? and are the consumers going to the Point Of Sale (POS)? The goal of the interaction module is the detection of any relation between the shoppers and any of the products exposed. Finally the face detection step is the preprocessing step of the demography module that extract the features from the purchasers. The source camera for those two modules is usually located close to the POS, and it is also used to optimize the queue operating mode. Database, the objective of this layer is the persistence of the system. Five records will be maintained to keep data ordered and updated: pedestrians, trajectories, relations, people on the queue and features of the purchaser. Another record that stores sales of the store is located outside of the optimization workflow proposed because of its criticism. Behavior analysis, different ratios will be calculated by the system in order to synthesize the behavior of the consumers: In/Out, Interaction/time unit, Purchases/time, shopper attraction unit and shopper classification. Business intelligence, last layer will take the data inferred from the previous layers to predict the improvements that could be applied to increase the efficiency of the establishment. The basic fields to be improved are: distribution, schedule, sales optimization and user-time models.
Different experiments have been performed to analyze intentions of the potential purchasers and/or to attract more consumers:
• Badrinarayana et al. [80] relies on congruity between the multichannel retailers land-based and online stores, obtaining strong implications within the data collected.
• Papagiannidis et al. [93] and Sylvain et al. [63] try to infer from shoppers their purchase intentions, the first of them by introducing simulated products, and the second one by analyzing behavior of the user.
• Finally another methods like [104] or [42] based on incentivation, propose submission of coupons in almost real time through smart mobile devices, and day-ahead dynamic prices to attract more consumers respectively.
Survey
This section will go through all the recent and relevant works related to the concept of smart retail shops divided in the layers that have been previously revealed (with the exception of databases and business intelligence since they are out of the scope of this publication)
Features of the consumers
The main target of one retail establishment is to attract the attention of the consumers and to satisfy them with the provided products and services. All the solutions explored to measure satisfaction of the users implement a preprocessing step focused on the localization and normalization of the Region Of Interest (ROI), where the object of analysis (face of the subject in our case) is mentioned. Khryashchev et al. [10] propose an interesting framework for video analysis with audience measurement purposes. In the explored literature, head pose estimation and gaze analysis are another relevant fields of study not included in the block diagram that will be explored in this manuscript.
3.Í.Í. Face detection
A good introduction to face detection is included in [61] . It enumerates the parameters with a high influence on the variation in the appearance of human faces that should be considered in this [9] . What they assume is that the face occurrences are limited in this scope and one classifier is able to capture all of them by the combination of Multi-scale Block Local Binary Patterns [13] and Gentle Boost for statistical estimation. Their main contribution is in terms of efficiency to achieve almost real time performance without losing a significant rate of efficacy. in order to offer more personalized contents to audience in an advertising environment, based on the prior knowledge of their previous visits. For that aim they build face representations spatial-based on distributions of Local Ternary Patterns (LTP) [99] , and claim that a set of M = 50 (training images of the person) and N = 6 (testing face representations) is enough to get satisfactory results.
¡mage orientation
Once the ROI is located, the cropped image should be normalized to provide relevant information for the next steps. A comparison among the most recently procedures applied for face alignment in a video analytics application is shown in [8] . Three solutions for feature points selection are conferred: two points (eyes), three or more points (eyes corners, nose tip and mouth corners) and Active Shape Model Alignment (ASM) [84] . An open source application (STASM [53] ) is proposed to build the model based on Delaunay triangulation [1] . Face alignment algorithms are tested for gender classification with two machine learning techniques: Random Forests (RFs) [2] and Adaboost [18] . The best results are obtained for the combination of ASMs and the second of them, and the poorest performance is achieved by the two points feature points selector. Results for Adaboost classifier on publicly available Labeled Faces in the Wild (LFW) database [76] can be seen in Table 1 .
Facial expression
Facial expression is one of the main clues to determine the satisfaction of the consumers. First solution explored in this field [45] relies on the information extracted from the 22 points provided by the Nevenvision facial feature tracker (licensed from Google, Inc.) to classify facial expressions based on five Action Units (AUs) defined by the combination of the codes defined in The Facial Action Coding System (FACS) to represent the contraction of a specific set of facial muscles [32] . Depending on the targeted AU, the proposed algorithm uses HOG features [30] as input for machine learning techniques like RFs, Support Vector Machines (SVM) [22] or Support Vector Regression (SVR) [21] with satisfactory results. In the second one Liu et al. [48] label every image on the training set with 61 points in order to collect frontal visual attributes of subjects. They are used as evidences for the Bayesian Networks (BNs [6] ) that performs multi-emotion tagging on video based on a previous multi-expression detection on images. Given the BNs structure the prior probability and the conditional probability are learned from the training data though the maximum likelihood estimation. After training, the posterior probability P(Y¡ \X = Xi,..., X 6 ) of a testing sample is calculated. The set of final emotion tags is composed by a state for every one of them T = [t-[,. .., tj, and the individual values are calculated in the next manner:
where ¡ = {1,...,6}. 
V where L v is the negative log-likelihood of data from view v = (1,..,V}. The algorithm is validated on both posed and spontaneously displayed facial expressions from three publicly available datasets (MultiPIE [75] , labeled face parts in the wild [76] , and static facial expressions in the wild [31] ). 3D modeling is introduced to determine facial expressions in [103] , based on blendshape facial animations introduced by Parke [54] . An intermediate model space is generated, where both the target and source AUs (again based on FACS) have the same mesh topology and vertex number, using landmarks for more accurate and efficient shape fitting. Optimized facial expression model is mapped to the target neutral face. Another interesting approach for video analytics is exposed in [102] , introducing a unified probabilistic framework based on Dynamic Bayesian Networks (DBNs) to simultaneously and coherently represent the facial evolvement at different levels. Given the model and the measurements of facial motions, all three levels (feature points around each facial component, AUs induced by the codes expressed in FACS and six prototypical facial expressions: happiness, surprise, sadness, fear, disgust and anger) are recognized through a probabilistic inference. The optimal states are tracked by maximizing this posterior: E*,AU*,X* = argmaxP (E t 
Head pose and gaze estimation
An Automatic and robust algorithm for head pose estimation can be applied to many real life applications where human interactions are involved. This method [66] presents the preliminary result of face detection and tracking system, by performing initially one segmentation based on human face skin color intensity, and a contour estimation based on the active snake contour and geometric active contour [78] . Its most relevant contribution is that its results probe an ability to detect and track human faces in several poses in real time with uneven lighting conditions. Zhu and Ramanan [69] describes a unified model for face detection, pose estimation, and landmark estimation in real-world, cluttered images, using a mixture of trees with a shared pool of parts. Every facial landmark is modeled as a part, and global mixtures are used to capture topological changes due to viewpoint. Let us write / for an image, and l¡ = (x¡,y¡) for the pixel location of part ¡. We score a configuration of parts L = {/¡ : i e V} as: where / indicates the feature channel, Fj and F 2 are two rectangles within the patch boundaries, and r is a threshold. The real-valued vector formed is composed by an offset vector from the point in the range scan falling on the center of the training patch to the nose position in 3D (X, Y and Z) ance and illumination. A method for gaze estimation using multimodal Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN [11] ) has been implemented as well. The authors claim that its work is the first one with a large data set under non-controlled conditions, and the results exposed significantly outperforms state-of-the-art methods, as shown on Fig. 2 , where results are also shown for UT Multiview Dataset [62].
Demography
This branch of video analytics is focused on the characterization of the consumers in order to segment them, and to offer them the products that better fit the their preferences. A good and updated survey for gender classification can be found in [60] . It states that considering unconstrained datasets, the feature descriptor better performing is obtained by the combination of HOG, SIFT [50] and Gabor descriptors [58, 92] . The results of the approach are tested on unconstrained datasets, like KinFace [73] or LFW [76] .
Age estimation is a more complex task than gender estimation, due to the high variability introduced by the aging process. An age estimation system, mostly oriented to audience measurement purposes, is presented in [44] . LBPs are used with an SVM classifier, implementing a multiclass classification approach, and including a new unconstrained face aging database (RUS-FD). In [64] the problem of age estimation is addressed in the context of digital signage. Initial point is classic CLBP descriptor, and it is improved with a bin selection procedure that reduces the computational resources needed, and whose result match the state-of-the-art. Regression techniques are also extensively used for age estimation. Fig. 3 shows the obtained results. Concluding that the combination of HOG with CCA proved to be the most computationally efficient and straight-forward solution. For applications like retail or digital signage, integration of gender classification, and age and ethnicity estimation in the same solution is very attractive in terms of implementation and computation complexity. In this context, an extensive study on the features that could be applied is included in [3] . Results show that HOG and SWLD [26] [39] leaded by Guo, study the relations among the feature spaces defined by the main three humans properties extracted from their faces. The first one demonstrates that age estimation of subjects from different ethnicities can be solved with an appropriate learning-based method. The second one claims that ethnicity classification can have high accuracy under variations of age and gender, but an interesting phenomenon is observed in which the ethnic classification accuracies could be reduced by 6-8% in average in the cross-gender case of female used for training and male for testing.
Shop surveillance
The general method to investigate how shoppers behave inside a store includes following steps: modeling of environments, motion detection, human identification, tracking and behavior understanding. The problem can be understood as they try to find the permutation of y¡ to match x¡ first. Where x¡ is the electronic location descriptor, y¡ is the visual location descriptor and JZ¡ is the rearrangement of the series (1, 2, ... , n). This work has been improved by Zhai et al. [67] where a multi-camera system is proposed to handle occlusions, and real-time performance is achieved with an approach that matches visual and motion signals based on location proximity, which highly improves efficiency of the system, without any loss of accuracy. Another remarkable contribution of this work is an appearance-free visual tracking, only based on human shape properties. In this case fusion is implemented with a threshold learnt offline for the following fused probability:
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Behavior and trajectory analysis
Once the location of the shoppers is estimated inferring its temporal correlation, a higher level method should be applied to analyze its behavior. This survey [81] enumerates the next subareas as the most relevant for this area of research: human detection, already explored in the previous subsection, activity analysis, that will be analyzed in this subsection, and interaction analysis, that will be discussed in the next subsection. The first remarkable work using an emergent technology is related to RGB-D devices [65] , exposing an ability to better predict future locations of shoppers related to changes in the distribution of the products of the shops. Makela et al. [16] propose a customer behavior tracking solution based on 3D data. Experiments on retail establishments are described, classifying shopping behavior into three classes (passersby, decisive customers and exploratory customers) with 80% accuracy. The following aspects are extracted from behavior of groups: audience structure, flow pattern and scene character. In [19] machine learning methods are tested on real-world digital signage data to predict consumer behavior. Best performance is achieved by SVM, and solution application is oriented towards the purchase decision process. Most relevant results obtained are shown in Table 4 , where six roles of shoppers in a group of people are estimated. NB is the Naive Bayes Classifier [12] and kNN k-Nearest Neighbor Classifier [89] . In the same way, RFID tags are used in [47] located at the shopping cart. Tracking is performed by the information provided by the tags, and the frequent path patterns will be used to build an optimization model. Movements of customers at POS have been studied in works like explained by authors in [46] . It proposes the calculation of the following values for every module of the store: speed, stops, duration of stay and number of visits. Simple Markov [17] chains are desired to model the transitions among those modules. A new index is introduced: seebuy rate, which refers to an approximate probability to purchase a specified commodity.
Human-product interaction
Relations between shoppers and the products offered at a retail environment are very valuable information in order to extract the attraction of the consumers by the shop distribution and the visuality of the products. Liciotti et al. [14] propose a multicamera architecture with RGB-D sensors. When customers reach a monitored zone it is considered as an interaction that can be classified as the following states: positive(the product is picked up from the shelf), negative (the product is taken and then repositioned on the shelf) and neutral (the hand exceeds the threshold without taking anything). A complex infrastructure of wireless embedded sensors is deployed in a store to acquire human-product interaction in the work implemented by Pierdicca et al. [56] . The proposed system architecture consists of an active sensor network which can be arranged inside the store, and a series of smaller beacons which can be attached to the objects of the store. The main outputs of the system are: total number of people, average visiting time, frequency of visiting for each area of the store, number of people passing by, average group number and number of interactions per person. An approach based on RFID sensors is proposed in [52] whereas real-time human-object interaction detection is performed. In the proposed scenario, for each inventory round r, n antennas are sequentially activated t seconds, eventually returning samples S with timestamp p from the tagged population. Three events are used as feature vectors in solutions analyzed: X] (Received Signal Strength Indication, RSSI), x 4 (|| AmboxRFP\\, Radio Frequency Phase difference) and x 5 (Number of antennas), to build a Bayesian network whose results are compared in Table 5 . An extensive experiment was performed in [57] to evaluate the feasibility of stable landmarks in a retail environment, and to demonstrate its utility in the development of next generation apps. A clustering algorithm is implemented to perform non-intuitive feature combination of sensors like Accelerometer, Gyroscope, Magnetometer, Light, Sound, Wi-Fi, GSM signal strength etc. Heterogeneity on different parameters like people (walking style), time of the day and different devices has been tested, concluding that order of influence is the same as it has been exposed in a decreasing sense.
Conclusions
This work proposes a workflow to automatically enhance experiences of the consumers at retail establishments. Main conclusions are:
1. Face detection, normalization and expression inference: BNs is the machine learning technique offering the best results, and ASM are the most reliable to fit the shape of human face. CNN (or similar) could be a good statistical approach in order to outperform methods in the literature. 2. Head pose estimation and gaze analysis: Both fields should be implemented together in order to estimate properly attention of the subject, and feed the results of each other. Usage of RGB- We would like to acknowledge Fractalia for its support in the study developed.
